We prove a spectral reciprocity formula for automorphic forms on GLp2q over a number field that is remininscent of the one found by Blomer and Khan. Our approach uses period representations of L-functions and the language of automorphic representations.
Introduction
In the past few years, some attention has been given to spectral reciprocity formulae. There are two main reasons that help understand this recent interest. The first one is that they give a somewhat conceptual way of summarizing a technique often used in dealing with problems on families of GL 2 L-functions in which one uses the Kuznetsov formula on both directions in order to estimate a moment of these L-functions. The second one comes from their satisfying intrinsic nature relating objects that have no a priori reason to be linked.
The first versions of these formulae ( [BK17] , [AK18] and [BK18] ) used Classical techniques such as the Voronoi summation formula and the Kuznetsov formula). Starting from [Zac18] , it became clear that an adelic approach could be of interest. Not only this renders generalization to number fields almost immediate, it can also avoid some of the combinatorial difficulties appearing when applying the Voronoi formula.
In this article we use the theory of adelic automorphic representations and integral representations of Rankin-Selberg L-functions to deduce a result on number fields of similar flavor to that of [BK17, Theorem 1]. With respect to Blomer and Khan's result, our result has the advantage of being valid for number fields. On the other hand we need to make some technical restrictions that prevent us from having a full generalization of their result. For the moment our results only work when the fixed GL 3 form is cuspidal (which unfortunately is the less interesting case) and our formula only contemplates forms that are spherical at every infinity place. When F " Q, this corresponds to even Maass forms.
1.1. Statement of results. Let F be a number field, with ring of integers o F . Let Π be a cuspidal automorphic representation of GLp3q over F . For each automorphic representation π of GLp2q, we consider the completed L´functions Λps, πq, Λps, Ad, πq and Λps, Πˆπq.
These are, respecticvely, the Hecke L´function and the Adjoint L´function of π, and the Rankin-Selberg L´function of Πˆπ.
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Remark 1.1. All the Rankin-Selberg L-functions in this article are product of local L-functions that are naively defined as in (14) . These coincide with the actual local L-functionsà la Langlands at all the unramified places but might differ at the ramified ones.
Let ξ F denote the completed Dedekind zeta function of F and let ξF p1q denote its residue at the pole in s " 1. Let A denote the collection of automorphic representations for GLp2q over F , both cuspidal and Eisenstein and let H : A Ñ C denote an admissible weight function as defined in §6.1. We consider the following sums:
CpHq 
where S is any finite set of places containing all the archimedean ones and those for which H v is ramified. Moreover, CpSq (resp. ΞpSq) denotes the collection of cuspidal automorphic representations of GLp2q (resp. unitary idele characters) over F that are unramified everywhere outside S. Finally, πpω, itq is as defined in §3.2. The main object of study in this work is the following "moment": MpHq :" CpHq`EpHq, We remark that the values of Λps, Πˆπpω, itqq, Λpw, πpω, itqq and Λ˚p1, Ad, πpω, itqq can be given in terms of simpler L´functions as follows:
Λps, Πˆπpω, itqq " Λps`it, ΠˆωqΛps´it, Πˆωq Λpw, πpω, itqq " Λpw`it, ωqΛpw´it, ωq, Λ˚p1, Ad, πpω, itqq " Res s"1 " Λps`2it, ω 2 qΛps´2it, ω 2 qξ K psq ‰ " Λp1`2it, ω 2 qΛp1´2it, ω 2 qξKp1q,
where Λps, Πˆωq and Λps, ωq are the completed Rankin-Selberg L-function of Πˆω and the Dirichlet L-function of ω, respectively. We start with the following result which can be seen as a pre-spectral reciprocity formula.
Theorem 1.1. Let s, w P C and define ps 1 , w 1 q :"ˆ1`w´s 2 , 3s`w´1 2˙.
(2)
Let H be a ps, wq´admissible weight function and q H be the ps 1 , w 1 q´admissible weight function given by (26) . Let S be a finite set of places containing all the archimedean ones and those for which H v is ramified. Suppose the real parts of s, w, s 1 and w 1 are sufficiently large. Then we have the relation MpHq " Mp q Hq.
Theorem 1.1 is a completely symmetrical formula but only holds when the real part of the parameters s, w, s 1 and w 1 are sufficiently large. In order to obtain a formula that also holds at the central point s " w " s 1 " w 1 " 1 2 , we need to analytically continue the term EpHq. This is done in section 8 under a technical condition enclosed in Hypothesis 1. In order to ensure that this hypothesis is satisfied we make a simplifying assumptions which, we believe, can be verified by appealing to heavier machinery on the theory of automorphic forms.
We suppose that Φ v is spherical for every archimedean place v. This restricts the spectral sum to the automorphic representations that are unramified at every archimedean place (in the case F " Q, this means that we are turning our attention to even Maass forms). In fact it trivializes, for every archimedean place v, the weight H v into the characteristic function of unramified representations of GL 2 pF v q.
Spectral Reciprocity. Let Π be an everywhere unramified cuspidal automorphic representation for GLp3q over F . Let s, w P C let q and l be coprime ideals and finally, we write U 8 :" ś v|8 ty P Fv ; |y v | " 1u. Let H be the ps, wq´admissible weight function with kernel Φ " Φ q,l (see Section 7). We also define the following modified Hecke eigenvalues for every ideal l of o F : where h q ps, w; Π, πq " 1 if condpπq " q and in general, h q ps, w; Π, πq ! pNθ`ǫ . Here and thereafter, θ (not to be confused with ϑ) denotes an approximation towards the Ramanujan conjecture for Π, i.e. we take θ to be any number such that for any place v, the satake The notation cusp 0 denotes that we are restricting to forms that are unramified at every archimedean place and the analogous role in the Eisenstein part is played by quotienting by U 8 . Finally, we let N 0 pΠ, s, w, q, lq :" Rp q Hq´RpHq,
where R is given by (42) and H is as above.
In our next theorem and thereafter, θ (not to be confused with ϑ) denotes an approximation towards the Ramanujan conjecture for Π, i.e. we take θ to be any number such that for any place v, the satake parameters
Theorem 1.2. Let Π be an everywhere unramified cuspidal automorphic representation of GLp3q over F Suppose q and l are unramified, coprime ideals and that 1 2 ď ℜpsq ď ℜpwq ă 3 4 . Then we have
where s 1 , w 1 are as in (2). Moreover h q ps, w; Π, πq " 1 when Condpπq " q, h q ps, w; Π, πq ! pNθ`ǫ for any ǫ ą 0 in general, and also,
As an application, We may deduce a non-vanishing result which is similar in spirit to [Kha12, Theorem 1.2], where we prove an asymptotic formula for a family of forms of prime level p and let N p tend to infinity. It is maybe worth mentioning that although the results are similar, Khan's result concerns modular forms of sufficiently large weight k for GLp2q over the field of rationals, while our result holds for everywhere unramified forms for GLp2q over an arbitrary number field. Corollary 1.3. Let Π be an unramified cuspidal automorphic representation of GLp3q over F and let p be an unramified prime ideal of o F . Then for every ǫ ą 0, we have
In particular, for N p sufficiently large, there is at least one automorphic representation π of conductor p, unramified for every archimedean place and such that Λp 1 2 , Πˆπq and Λp 1 2 , πq are both non-zero.
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Notations
Number fields and completions. In this section and throughout the paper, F will denote a fixed number field with ring of intergers o F and discriminant d F . For v a place of F , we let F v be the completion of F at the place v. If v is non-Archimedean, we write o v for the ring of integers in F v , m v for its maximal ideal and ̟ v for its uniformizer. The adele ring of F is denoted by A, its unit group is denoted by Aˆand finally, Ap 1q denotes the ideles of norm 1. We also fix once and for all, an isomorphism Aˆ» Ap 1qˆR ą0 .
Additive characters. We let ψ " b v ψ v be the additive character ψ " ψ Q˝T r F {Q where Tr F {Q it the trace map and ψ Q is the classical additive character on A Q which is trivial on Q. Let d v be the conductor of ψ v , i.e.: the smallest non-negative integer such that ψ v is trivial on m dv v . Notice that d v " 0 for every finite place not dividing the discriminant and we have the
In the group A we use a product measure dx "
ś v dx v , where for each v this denotes a self dual measure with respect to ψ v . This means that for real v, dx v is the Lebesgue measure on R, for complex v, dx v is twice the Lebesgue measure on C and for each finite v, this is a Haar measure on F v giving measure p´d v {2 v to the compact subgroup o v . As for the multiplicative group Fv we use Michel-Venkatesh's normalization and define dˆx v :" ζ Fv p1q dxv |xv| .
Preliminaries on automorphic representations
In the course of studying automorphic forms in GLpnq, it will be important to distinguish a few of its subgroups. For any unitary ring R with Rˆbeing its invertible elements, we let Z n pRq denote the group of central matrices (i.e. non-trivial multiples of the identity). N n pRq denote the maximal unipotent group formed by matrices with entries 1 on the diagonal and 0 below and we let A n denote the diagonal matrices with lower-right entry 1. In other words,
We extend our additives character to N n in the following way: If n P N n´1 pAq is such that the entries right above the diagonal are x 1,2 , . . . , x n´1,n , then ψpnq :" ψpx 1,2`. . .`x n´1,n q and similarly for ψ v . We can extend the measures on the local fields F v and their unit groups Fv to measures on the groups Z n pF v q, N n pF v q and A n pF v q using the coordinates used in their definitions. In our work, we only need to integrate on subgroups of GL 2 , we shall define these measures only in this case. Let zpuq "ˆu u˙, npxq "ˆ1 x 1˙, apyq "ˆy 1˙.
As u, y run through Fv and x through F v , these functions give parametrizations of the groups Z 2 pF v q, N 2 pF v q and A 2 pF v q. Thus we can give them the same measures as those of Fv and F v .
Moreover, let K v denote a maximal compact subgroup of GL 2 pF v q given by
We can now define a Haar measure on GL 2 pF v q by appealing to the Iwasawa decomposition. Let dk be a Haar probability measure on K v and consider the surjective map
and let dg v be the pull-back by this map of the measure dˆuˆdxˆdˆy |y| vˆd k.
In particular, for GL 2 we have that for every measurable function on GL 2 pF v q, we have
Similarly, we shall consider measures on the quotients N 2 pF v qzGL 2 pF v q and Z 2 pF v qzGL 2 pF v q by omiting the terms dx and dˆu respectively. Now, given a group G for which we have attached a haar measure dg v to GpF v q, we attach to GpAq the product measure dg " ś v dg v . Let for a ring R, PGL n pRq :" Z n pRqzGL n pRq. Since PGL 2 pF q ãÑ P GL 2 pAq discretely, we may transpose the measure of PGL 2 pAq to a measure on X :" PGL 2 pF qzPGL 2 pAq " Z 2 pAqGL 2 pF qzGL 2 pAq, which turns out to have finite total measure volpXq ă`8.
3.1. Automorphic representations for GLp2q. Consider the Hilbert space L 2 pXq with an action of GL 2 pAq given by multiplication on the right and associated GL 2 pAq-invariant inner product given by
It is well-known that this space decomposes as
where L 2 cusp pXq denotes the closed subspace of cuspidal functions given by the functions satisfying the relation ż N 2 pF qzN 2 pAq φpngqdn " 0, L 2 res pXq is the residual spectrum consisting of all the one-dimensional subrepresentations of L 2 pXq and L 2 cont pXq is expressed in terms of Eisenstein serie which we discuss further below. Moreover, L 2 cusp pXq decomposes as a direct sum of irreducible GL 2 pAq-representations, which are called the cuspidal automorphic representations.
3.2.
Induced representations and Eisenstein series. Given a character ω : FˆzAˆÑ Cˆ, we denote by πpωq the representationof GL 2 pAq which is unitarily induced from the character ω ' ω´1 of B 2 pAq, i.e. the space of functions f on GL 2 pAq such that
Given such f and s P C we define an Eisenstein series by a process of analytic continuation. It is given by the following series, as long as it converges:
where for a ring R,
It will be useful to rewrite the inner product (7) as an inner product between two Eisenstein series. In other words, for f 1 , f 2 P πpωq and φ i " Eispf i q, i " 1, 2, we write
Finnally, for a complex parameter s, we use the noation πpω, sq :" πpωˆ|¨| s q.
3.3. Spectral decomposition for a fixed level. We already encountered a decomposition of L 2 pXq in (6), but in practice we will start from a function in L 2 pXq which is right invariant by a large compact set K Ă GL 2 pAq and moreover we will need more uniformity than simply L 2 -convergence. In the following, we write down a more precise form of this decomposition for functions in C 8 pX{Kq, where K is a compact group of the form
In the next proposition, we write down a spectral decomposition for functions on X that are right invariant by K S . The only intervening representations are those that are unramified outside S. That means π P Cpsq or π " πpω, itq for ω P Ξpsq. For each cuspidal (resp. Eisenstein) automorphic representation π, we let B c pπq (resp. B e pπq) denote an orthonormal basis of the realization of π with respect to the inner product x¨,¨y L 2 pXq (resp. x¨,¨y Eis ). We may now state the following rephrasing of [Wu14, Theorem 2.16]:
Proposition 3.1. Let F P C 8 pX{K 0 pand of rapid decay, then
where the convergence is absolute and uniform for g on any compact subset of X.
Periods and Lfunctions
In this section, we consider irreducible automorphic representations π of GL n pAq and the period integrals related to some Rankin-Selberg L-functions. We shall be mainly concerned with the generic representations, which are those admitting a Whittaker model. We start with general values of n and later we specify for n ď 3, which are the ones concerned by our main results. We shall not distinguish between a representation π and its space of smooth vectors V 8
π . An automorphic form φ will always denote a smooth vector in an irreducible automorphic representation. 4.1. Whittaker functions. Let π be a genreic automorphic representation of GL n pAq and let φ P π be an automorphic form. Let W φ : GL n pAq Ñ C be the Whittaker function of φ given by
It satisfies W φ pngq " ψpnqW φ pgq for all n P N n pAq.
We can also define Whittaker functions for smooth generic admissible representations of GL n over local fields. Moreover, given a generic irreducible admissible representation of GL n pAq we might write down an isomorphism π » b 1 v π v where for each v, π v is a local generic admissible representation of GL n pF v q and we might define Whittaker functions for each local representation such that for every φ P π such that if φ " b 1 v φ v through the above isomorphism, we have
In fact, the map φ Þ Ñ W φ is an intertwiner between π and Wpπ, ψq :" tW φ ; φ P πu, the so-called Whittaker model of π. We similarly define the local Whittaker models Wpπ v , ψ v q. Later on, it will be convenient to exchange freely between a representation an its associated Whittaker model. The importance of the latter comes from its close relation to local Lfunctions, as we will see in §4.2. It is also important to consider Whittaker functions with respect to the inverse character ψ 1 " ψ´1, so we analogously define W 1 φ and W 1 φv by replacing ψ v by by ψ 1 v " ψ´1 v and ψ by ψ 1 " ś v ψ 1 v in all the previous definitions. It follows form uniqueness of local Whittaker functions that we must have the relation
If a local generic admissible representation π v is unramified, this mean that in π v there exists a vector which is right invariant by the action of GL n po v q. Such a vector is called spherical and spherical vectors are unique up to multiplication by scalars. We say that a vector φ v P π v is normalized spherical if it is spherical and moreover its associated Whittaker function W φ satisfies W φv peq " 1, where e P GL n pF v q denotes the identity.
4.2.
Integral representations of GL n`1ˆG L n L-funcitons. This theory is very similar to (the adelic version of) Hecke's theory of L-functions for GL 2 . We start with Π and π irreducible automorphic representations of GL n`1 pAq and GL n pAq respectively and let Φ P Π, φ P π be automorphic forms. Suppose momentarily that Φ is a cusp form and hence rapidly decreasing. We can thus consider for every s P C the following integral
Φˆh 1˙φ
phq| det h| s´1 2 dh.
It follows from the Whittaker decomposition of cusp forms (see [Cog07, Theorem 1.1]) that if Φ is a cuspidal function
where Ψps, W, W 1 q :"
Our next result gives some of the good properties of Ψps, W, W 1 q, i.e. convergence, boundedness in vertical strips and the fact that it factors into local integrals whenever Φ and φ also factor. The first part follows from gauge estimates for Whittaker functions and the last part 
Moreover, if both Π v and π v are unramified and Φ v and φ v are normalized spherical,
We shall use Proposition 4.1 for n " 2 and n " 1. In the case n " 1 we shall write Ips, φq, Ψps, W φ q and Ψ v ps, W φv q instead of Ips, φ, 1q, Ψps, W φ , W 1v q and Ψ v ps, W φv , W 1 q, where 1 and 1 v denote the constant functions on GL 1 pAq and GL 1 pF v q respectively.
4.3.
Newforms. For an irreducible generic representation π v of GL n pF v q we shall need to consider its associated newform (essential vector). They were first introduced by Jacquet, Piatestki-Shapiro and Shalika in [JPSS81] and genrealize the normalized spherical vectors for ramified representations. In the course of our local computations in section 7, we shall need an explicit description of the values on diagonal matrices of newforms for GL 2 and GL 3 . The next proposition follows from [Miy14, Theorem 4.1] and the relation between Satake parameters and Hecke eigenvalues:
be an irreducible generic representation for GL 3 pF v q (resp. GL 3 pF v q). Let W Πv and W πv be the associated newforms. Let
.
Then λ πv pνq and A Πv pν 1 , ν 2 q vanish unless ν ě 0 and ν 1 , ν 2 ě 0, respectively. Furthermore if π v is the local component of an automorphic form, λ πv pνq " λ π pp ν v q is the p ν v -th Hecke eigenvalue of π.
Proposition 4.1 above tells us how the integral Ψps, W, W 1 q factors as a product of local integrals and ensures that for almost every place v (the unramified ones), we obtain the desired local L function. As for the remaining places, we need to calculate them for some specific choices of Φ v and φ v in section 7. For some of these calculation we may appeal to the calculations of [BKL19] :
Let v be a a finite place of F and let Π v and π v be generic irreducible admissible representations of GL 3 pF v q and GL 2 pF v q respectively. Let tα i u 3
i"1 and tγ j u 2 j"1 denote the Langlands parameters of Π v and π v , respectively, and let Lps, Π vˆπv q be the naive Rankin-Selberg L-factor defined by
Suppose that condpπ v q " n ą 0. Then, if W Πv , W 1 πv are the newvectors of Π v and π v respectively then
where n is such that cond π v " m n v , and
4.4. Relation between inner products on GLp2q. Let π be a generic automorphic representation of GLp2q over F . We define a GL 2 pAq invariant inner product on the representation space of π as follows: If π is cuspidal, then we may see V π as a subset of L 2 pXq. So that π inherits the inner product from L 2 pXq given by (5). If π is Eisenstein we cannot see the representation of π as a subset of L 2 pXq and hence we equip it with the inner product given by (8).
There is however another way of defining an inner product in these representations which is independent of whether π is cuspidal or Eisentein. This is done by using the Whittaker model.
For each place v, we may construct a GL 2 pF v q´invariant inner form on Wpπ v , ψ v q by letting
The fact that the numerator of (16) is indeed right GL 2 pF v q´invariant follows form the theory of the Kirillov model and the inclusion of the denominator is to ensure the following property: Whenever π v is unramified and W is normalized spherical for π v , we have ϑ v pW, W q " 1. Finally, for φ 1 " bφ 1,v and φ 2 " bφ 2,v we define the canonical inner product by the formula
Since every two GL 2 pAq´invariant inner products in π must be equal up to multiplication by scalars, it follows that we can compare the canonical inner product with the ones introduced earlier for cuspidal and Eisenstein representations. Indeed, the theory of Rankin-Selberg convolutions in the cuspidal case and a direct computation in the Eisenstein case gives us the following relation:
Abstract reciprocity
In this section we show an identity between two periods. At this point no attempti is made in order to relate it to moments of L´funcitons. The proof is a rather simple matrix computation.
Suppose Φ P C 8 pZ 3 pAqGL 3 pF qzGL 3 pAqq satisfies, for every g P GL 3 pAq and A ą 0, the inequalities
Then, we let
We observe that the hypothesis (19) ensures that y Þ Ñ A s Φˆˆy 1˙h˙i s of rapid decay as |y| Ñ 0 or`8. Before we proceed, we recall the following definition from §4.2 (see Remark 4.1):
Ips, φq :"
ż FˆzAˆφ papyqq|y| s´1 2 dˆy, whenever it is converges. We are now ready to state the main result of this section:
Proposition 5.1. Let Φ P C 8 pZ 3 pAqGL 3 pF qzGL 3 pAqq satisfying (19). Then, for every s, w P C, we have the reciprocity relation
where s 1 " 1 2 pw´s`1q, w 1 " 1 2 p3s`w´1q, and q Φ is given by
By definition,
Now, since Φ is left invariant by Z 3 pAqG 3 pF q, we see that for every u, y P Aˆ, one has Φ¨¨u y u 1‚‚
" Φ¨¨u u u‚
Applying this to (22) and making the change of variables pu, yq " pu 1´1 , u 1 y 1 q gives the result.
Spectral expansion of the period
In this section we will give a spectral decomposition of the period Ipw, A s Φq. We start by highlighting the kind of weight functions that we will encounter.
Let Π be an automorphic cuspidal representation for GL 3 over F and let Φ " b v Φ v P Π be a cusp form. Let S be a finite set of places containing all archimedean places and all the places for which Φ is not normalized spherical. Notice that since Φ is a cusp form, it satisfies (19) and hence, A s Φ is of rapid decay and cuspidal. We can thus spectrally decompose it as in Proposition 3.1):
By integrating both sides of the above expression against an additive character and over the compact set N 2 pF qzN 2 pAq, we get the following relation for Whittaker functions:
Notice that since the one-dimensional representations are not generic, they do not contribute to the above expression. Now, because of rapid decay of the Whittaker functions W φ as |y| Ñ`8, then if we take Repwq sufficiently large, we obtain
Since A s Φ is a cuspidal function for GL 2 , It follows by (11) that ż AˆW AsΦ papyqq |y| w´1 2 " I pw, A s Φq , The next step is to realize the terms xA s Φ, φy and Ψpw, W φ q as a product of local integrals. First, it follows from Proposition 4.1 that
Moreover, from the definition of A s Φ, we deduce, after changing variables that
Since Φ is a cusp form on GLp3q, it follows from, (11), and again by Proposition 4.1, that for Repsq sufficiently large,
where Ψ v ps, W, W 1 q is given by (13). As a consequence, we have We summarize the reults of this section in the following proposition:
For each generic automorphic representation π we will now construct an orthonormal basis for V π which is formed exclusively by pure tensors: We start by choosing for each place v, an orthogonal basis B W pπ v q of the space Wpπ v , ψ v q. Consider now the elements φ " b v φ v such that for every finite v, W φv lies in B W pπ v q and for for all but finitely many v, W φv is normalized spherical. This provides us with an orthogonal basis for V π . in order to get an orthonormal basis is to multiply these vectors by the correcting factors coming from (18). Applying this principle to (24) leads the following Proposition: 
Theorem 1.1 now follows directly from Proposition 6.1 and (5.1). In the next section we will make choices for the cusp form Φ and calculate the associated weight function Hpπq. These computations along with Proposition 5.1 and Proposition 6.1 would be enough to deduce a version of Theorem 1.2 for large values of ℜpsq and ℜpwq. The final touch will be added in Section 8, where we analytically continue the moment decomposition of Ipw, A s Φq to 1 2 ď Repsq, Repwq ă 1. Before we move on to the next section, it is important to stablish some definitions about the weight functions introduced above.
6.1. Admissible weight functions. In view of Proposition 6.1 we are led to consider the class of functions H such that
and H v is given by (25) where Φ " bΦ v P Π is an automorphic form and s, w P C. We will say that such an H is the ps, wq´admissible weight function with kernel Φ. In a context where the pair ps, wq is clear, we shall speak simply of an admissible weight function. In order to avoid mentioning the kernel Φ, we will say that H v is unramified if and only if Φ v is spherical. We will see in section 7, if H v is unramified, then it is a scalar multiple of the characteristic function of the unramified representations of GL 2 pF v q.
Finally, given s, w P C, if H is the ps, wq´admissible weight function with kernel Φ, we let q H is the ps 1 , w 1 q´admissible weight function associated to q Φ, where s 1 and w 1 are as in (2) and q Φ is as in (21). In other words,
Remark 6.1. Notice that we are slightly abusing notation in the definition of q H since we actually went trough the triple ps, w, Φq used to define H. So that whenever we talk about the transformation H Þ Ñ q H we shoud actually think of the map ps, w, Φq Þ Ñ ps 1 , w 1 , q Φq. This is not very serious and in particular, while proving Theorem 1.2, we will explicitly describe the kernel function Φ instead of the weight function H.
Local computations
Let Π be an unramified cuspidal automorphic representation of GL 3 over F . For all v, we let Φ 0 v correspond to the normalized spherical vector in the Whittaker model. Let q and l be two coprime integral ideals of F .
where n " vpqq, and, finally, for v | l,
In this section we compute H v for all values of v. By construction of Φ q,l , we make take
We may thus restrict the sum defining H v pπ v q to a basis of space of vectors that are right invariant by K v . This space is one dimensional and the last part of Proposition 4.1 gives H v pπ v q " 1 in that case. We consider the cases where v | l, v | q and v | 8, in that order. 7.1. Non-archimedean case I: v | l. Recall that
, pm " vplqq.
Even though this is not at all obvious, we will show that H v vanishes unless π v is unramified. The first step is noticing that by right GL 2 pF v q invariance of the Haar measure, Ψˆs, Π vˆh 1˙W Φv , W˙" Ψ´s, W Φv , π v phqW¯. Now we notice that given a basis B W pπ v q of Wpπ v , ψ v q, we may create a different one by considering the set π v phq¨W, W P B W pπ v q ( , for some fixed element h P GL 2 pF v q. Applying this trick for h "ˆ1 β 1˙f or β P m´n v {o v , we deduce that
1˙˙.
Since W Þ Ñ Ψ v ps, W Πv , W q is a right K v invariant linear functional, it vanishes unless π v is unramified. Moreover, this functional is invariant by orthogonal projection into the space
As a consequence, we may restrict the sum defining H v to a sum over a basis of Wpπ v , ψ v q Kv which is a 1-dimensional space that can be spanned by the normalized spherical vector. Now, by the end of Proposition 4.1, Ψps, W Πv , W πv q " L v ps, Π vˆπv q and by Proposition 4.2,
In particular, it π » b 1 v π v is an automorphic representation, we optain
7.2. Non-archimedean case II: v | q. We now suppose that v | q. By our choice of Φ v , we have
where W Πv is the normalized spherical vector. We will show that if we put H v pπ v q vanishes unless condpπ v q ď n, that H v pπ v q ! ǫ p npθ´1`ǫq and if condpπ v q " n, H v pπ v q " p´n v . We start by fixing an orthonormal basis for Wpπ v , ψ v q. We first notice that by a result of Casselman [Cas73] , if we let W 0 " W πv be the newvector and for each j ě 0, we let
then tW 0 , W 1 , W 2 , . . .u is a basis for Wpπ v , ψ v q. Moreover, for each j ě 0, tW 0 , W 1 , . . . W j u is a basis for the K v rn 0`j s-invariant vectors in Wpπ v , ψ v q, where n 0 " condpπ v q. Here and thereafter, K v rns denotes the subgroup of K v given by the matricesˆa b c d˙s uch that c P m n v . We now construct an orthonormal basis by employing the process of Gram-Schmidt. This method is the local counterpart of the one found in [BM15] .
Let δ πv " δ n 0 "0 . Let α πv :"
, and let
, ξ πv pj, j´1q "´λ πv ξ πv pj, j´1q, ξ πv pj, j´2q " δ πv ξ πv pj, jq.
Finally, we put ξ πv pj, kq " 0 for k ď j´2. It from a direct computation that
Then one may see that t Ă W 0 , Ă W 1 , Ă W 2 , . . .u is an orthonormal basis of Wpπ v , ψ v q. We choose B W pπ v q " t Ă W 0 , Ă W 1 , Ă W 2 , . . .u and proceed to explicitly compute H v pπ v q.
By definition we have
Hence, if we write h " zpuqnpxqapyqk, with x P F v , u, y P Fv and k " pk ij q P K v , then W Φv vanishes unless vpuk 21 q ě n. Letting d 1 :" minpn, vpuqq and d 2 :" n´d 1 , wee see that this is equivalent to k belonging to K v rd 2 s. This allows us to write
where
Here we employed our choice of Haar measure on N 2 pF v qzGL 2 pF v q and used that W Πv is spherical and W is invariant by the center. Now, if W " Ă W j is an element of our basis, given by (32), then it follows that
We reason as follows: On the one hand, for every j, Ă W j is K v rn 0`j s-invariant and is orthogonal to Wpπ v , ψ v q Kvrn 0`j´1 s . Additionally, the operator
Applying (33) and (34) to the definition of H v pπ v q and changing order of summation, we are led to
By letting λ πv,j pµq " Ă W i pap̟ µ v qqp µ{2 and using Proposition 4.2, we see that ż
A πv pν 2 , ν 1 qλ πv,j pν 2 qp´ν 1 p´ν 2 s and also, Ψ v pw, W j q " ÿ µě0 λ πv,j pµqp´µ w .
Inserting our last findings in (35), we deduce that
A Πv pν 2 , ν 1 qλ πv,j pν 2 qλ πv,j pµq p p2ν 1`ν2 qs p µw .
We now notice that Proposition 4.2 together with (30) and(32) imply that λ πv,j pνq "`upp n 0 qp´n 0˘1 {2 minpj,kq ÿ k"1 ξ πv pj, kqp k´j 2 λ πv pν´kq.
As a consequence, we deduce, after changing variables that
We recognize the last sum as L v pw, π v q, so that
We are now ready to prove the following proposition Proposition 7.1. Let Φ v " Φ q,l v be as in (27) and let n 0 " vpqq then for every ǫ ą 0 there exists δ ą 0 such that
2´δ . The first assertion follows by observing that if n 0 ą n then the sum over j in (36) will vanish independently of the value of d 2 .
The second one holds because if n 0 " n, we automatically have d 2 " n and d 1 " j " k 1 " k 2 " 0 and hence
A Πv pν 2 , 0qλ πv pν 2 q, by our "normalization". Finally, (iii) follows by applying the estimate in (31) to (36), which gives
7.3. Meromorphic continuation with respect to the spectral parameter. let v be a non-archimedean place of F . We let for any idele character ω,
where πp1, itq v is as in §3.2. It follows from the proof of Proposition 7.1 that given η ă 1 2 , there exists δ ą 0 such that for | Imptq| ă η, Repsq, ℜpwq ă 1 2´δ , the sum definining G ω,v ps, w, tq converges and by classical results of complex analysis, it defines a holomorphic function in the s and w variables. We will now show that we can extend it to a larger region and that it is also holomorphic in the t variable. Our starting point is the expression (36) for H v pπ v q, from which we can see that G ω,v ps, w, tq is a linear combination of terms of the shape
with coefficients given by meromorphic functions in the variables s, w and t. The only possible polar divisors occur for t satisfying ω v p̟ v q 2 p 2it v " p˘1 v , due to the term p1´α 2 πv q´1 appearing in ξ πv pj, k 1 qξ πv pj, k 2 q. Moreover, it follows from [BK17, Lemma 14] that for any ǫ ą 0, there exists δ ą 0 such that L ω,k 2 ,d 1 ,d 2 ps, tq admits a holomorphic continuation to the region
and satisfies L ω,k 2 ,d 1 ,d 2 ps, w, tq ! p pd 1`k2 qpθ`ǫq v .
(39) As a consequence, we may deduce that G ω,v ps, w, tq admits meromorphic continuation to the region (38). Now, suppose ω " 1 is the trivial character. We shall now consider the two-variable function obtained from F 1 and given by D v ps, wq :" G 1 ps, w, ip1´wqq.
(40) From what we have shown for G 1,v we know that for sufficiently small δ ą 0, in the region
the only possible polar divisors are at the values of w such that p 2´2w v " p v . We will show that these poles cannot occur. To see this, we let
where π v " πp1, p1´wq{iq. An easy computation shows that
where t j,k 2 is an entire function. Moreover, it follows from (31) (Replacing ϑ by 1´ℜpwq), (36) and (39) that
for s and w satisfying (41). We now summarize our findings about G ω,v ps, w, tq and D v ps, wq:
Let ω be an idele character of F and let G ω be the function given by (37), where H v is the ps, wq´local admissible weight function with kernel Φ q,l v , and Φ q,l v is as in §7. Then G ω , v admits meromorphic continuation to the region (38) with polar divisor of the Φv,s,w pπq is somewhat of a different nature from the non-archimedean case. In here we make the simplest choice imaginable. Namely we impose that for every archimedean place v, Π v is unramified and Φ v corresponds to the normalized spherical vector. As a consequence it easily follows that H v pπ v q vanishes unless π v is itself unramified. if we suppose π v is unramified and if we choose a basis of B W pπ v q such that each term corresponds to a different K-type, then there will be at most one element W for which the period Ψ v ps, W Φv , W q is non-vanishing and it must be a spherical vector for π v .
Moreover, it follows from Stade's formula [Sta01, Theorem 3.4 ] that under suitable normalizations,
where W " W πv P Wpπ v , ψ v q is spherical and such that ϑ v pW, W q " 1. In particular, the following holds: Proposition 7.3. Let v be an archimedean place of F . Let Π v be an irreducible admissible generic representation for GL 3 pF v q, then there exists a Whittaker function W Πv P WpΠ v , ψ v q such that for every irreducible admissible generic representation for GL 2 pF v q, we have
Analytic continuation of the Eisenstein part
The result of our next Proposition will be subject to Hypothesis 1, whose verification in the case where Φ " Φ q,l follows from the main results of Section 7.
Before we state this hypothesis, we shall add one extra piece of notation. Let G ω,v be as in (37) and put G ω ps, w, tq " ź v G ω,v ps, w, tq.
We are now ready to state the following:
Hypothesis 1. Suppose that there exists δ ą 0 such that for every place v and every idele character ω and every s, w P C, the function
is holomorphic for | Imptq| ă δ.
The next proposition treats the meromorphic continuation of term EpHq for values of s and w with real parts smaller than 1. The proof follows the same linesas those of [BK17, Lemma 16] and [BK18, Lemma 3].
Proposition 8.1. Suppose that Π is a cuspidal automorphic representation and let Φ P Π be an automorphic form satisfying Hypothesis 1 for some δ ą 0. Let EpHq be given by (1), defined initially for Repsq, Repwq " 1. It admits a meromorphic continuation to Repsq, Repwq ě 1 2´ǫ for some ǫ ą 0 with at most finitely many polar divisors. If 1 2 ď Repsq, Repwq ă 1, its analytic continuation is given by EpHq`RpHq, where
RpHq " 1 N q ÿ res t"˘p1´wq{i p˘iq Λps`it, ΠqΛps´it, Πqξ F pw`itqξ F pw´itq ξ F p1`2itqξ F p1´2itq G 1 ps, w, tq. (42)
Proof. Let δ ą 0 to be chosen later. We use the non-vanishing of Dirichlet L-functions Λps, ωq at Repsq " 1 and continuity to define a continuous function σ : R Þ Ñ p0, δq so that neither Λp1´2σ`2it, ω 2 q nor G ω ps, w, t´iσq have a poles for 0 ď σ ă σptq.
We start by noticing that we can analitically continue EpHq to Repsq, Repwq ą 1, since in that region, one does not encounter any poles of Λpw, πp1, itqq for any t. Now, suppose that 1 ă Repsq ă 1`σpImpsqq and 1 ă Repwq ă 1`σpImpwqq.
We shift the contour of the integral defining EpHq down to Im t "´σpReptqq. We pick up a pole of Λpw´it, ωq when ω is the trivial character and w´it " 1.
We observe that in view of our choice for σ, the resulting integral defines a holomorphic function in the region # 1´σpImpsqq ă Repsq ă 1`σpImpsqq, 1´σpImptqq ă Repwq ă 1`σpImpwqq.
Take now s and w satisfying 1´σpImpsqq ă Repsq ă 1 and 1´σpImptqq ă Repwq ă 1. We may shift the contour back to the real line and pick a new pole when ω is trivial and at w`it " 1. This proves the desired formula for 1´σpImpsqq ă Repsq ă 1 and 1´σpImptqq ă Repwq and it follows in general by analytic continuation to all s, w such that 1 2´δ ă Repsq, Repwq ă 1 by Proposition 7.2.
Conclusion
In this section we put together the results of the last three sections in order to deduce Theorem 1.2. We have seen in Proposition 6.1 that for sufficiently large values of ℜpsq and ℜpwq, we have the relation 2d 1{2 F Ipw, A s Φq " CpHq`EpHq. If we assume that H satisfies Hypothesis 1, then we may apply Proposition 8 and deduce that for 1 2´δ ă Repsq, Repwq ă 1, we have 2d 1{2 F Ipw, A s Φq " CpHq`EpHq`RpHq.
Now suppose that q H also satisfies Hypothesis (1)and furthermore, suppose 1 2 ă Repsq, Repwq ď 3 4 . The last assertion implies that 1 2 ď Reps 1 q, Repw 1 q ă 1, from what we deduce that (43) also holds with H, s and w replaced by q H, s 1 and w 1 , respectively.
The main assertion of Theorem 1.2 is now a direct consequence of Proposition 5.1 and the description of the local weights H v pπ v q from §7.1 and §7.2. 9.1. Proof of Corollary 1.3. We use Theorem 1.2 with s " w " 1{2, l " o F and q " p, a prime ideal. We obtain that
MpHq " Mp q Hq`Rp q Hq´RpHq.
The last part of Proposition 8 tell us that we have:
Rp q
Hq " 4ξF p1q ξ F p2q Λp1, ΠqΛp1, Πq.
Moreover, in view of Proposition 7.1, we may obtain that Finally, it is easy to see that we also have the bound MpHq ! pN pq ϑ´1{2 M˚.
Corollary 1.3 is now a consequence of M˚! 1. In other words, we just need to ensure that it converges since it is clearly independent of p.
To see that, we notice that the finite part of Λp 1 2 ,ΠˆπqΛp 1 2 ,πq Λp1,Ad,πq is bounded polynomially in terms of the eigenvalues of π v for archimedean v and that by Stirling's formula, we have for archimedean v:
This implies that the factor Λp 1 2 ,ΠˆπqΛp 1 2 ,πq Λp1,Ad,πq decay exponentially as the t πv grow. We now deduce the convergence of the left-hand side of M˚by appealing to the Weyl law for GLp2q over number fields (cf. [Pal12, Theorem 3.2.1]).
